


ABOUT JASPER CONRAN

Jasper Conran, OBE, is a British designer. Having trained at Parson’s School of 
Design in New York, Jasper Conran produced his first womenswear collection 
in 1978 and was a founding member of the London Designer Collections – 
subsequently renamed London Fashion Week – where he continues to show 
today.

Jasper Conran has diversified from womenswear into menswear, fragrance, 
accessories, eyewear, luggage, collections for the home, interiors and the 
performing arts. In 2008 Jasper Conran received an OBE for his Services to 
Retail.

Throughout his career, Jasper Conran has pursued his passion for the 
performing arts. He has created costumes and sets for thirteen ballet, opera and 
theatre productions. In 1991 Jasper Conran won a Laurence Olivier Award for 
Costume Design for Jean Anouilh’s ‘The Rehearsal’.

Jasper Conran was appointed the Chairman and Creative Director of The 
Conran Shop in 2012 where he spent three years conceiving and implementing 
a strategy to reinvigorate and reposition the business.  

Jasper Conran opened his first hotel in 2016, L’Hôtel Marrakech.

Widely respected British designer Jasper Conran OBE, has produced a range 
of optical frames and sunglasses to enhance his ever expanding fashion line. 
Inspired by his extensive range of designer clothing and homeware, the diverse 
range features rich, bold colours, but also more subtle, natural tones reflective of 
the brand’s palette. 



THE OPTICAL COLLECTION

The men’s optical collection features 18-models, 
each in three colourways. Subtle branding with 
sophisticated metal work ensures the frames follow 
the clean and contemporary style reflecting the 
classic Jasper Conran ethos. 

The natural curves and bevelling of the acetate 
frames adds a luxury feel to the collection, while the 
metal styles boast streamline, modern front shapes.



C3 - BROWN

C1 - BLACK C2 - BLUE

JCM001 
This rectangular fronted frame suits most face shapes. When combined with the angular metal and acetate temples, 

this frame radiates individuality and refined style.

Eye size: 53mm          Bridge: 17mm          Temple: 145mm



C4 - BLACK/TORT

JCM003 
A classic mens frame with rounded edges in an array of colours. From ombre black crystal to jet black and tort, this 

frame has the perfect features to suit many styles. 

Eye size: 52mm          Bridge: 19mm          Temple: 145mm

C1 - BLACK



C4 - BROWN TORT

JCM006 
This chunky frame features a thick bridge with a traditional rectangular shape. The colourways offer a simple black and 

grey, a grey horn and a brown tort. 

Eye size: 54mm          Bridge: 17mm          Temple: 145mm

C1 - BLACK/GREY C3 - GREY HORN



JCM009 
A rectangular frame in a combination of metal and acetate. The thicker browline offers a distinct finish whilst the 

glossy temples add a touch of class.

Eye size: 55mm          Bridge: 18mm          Temple: 140mm

C4 - BLUE



C4 - GUN

JCM011 
A distinctive metal bridge gives this frame an edgy feel whilst remaining classic in shape. Acetate temples offer comfort 

in a range of natural colourways. 

Eye size: 54mm          Bridge: 18mm          Temple: 140mm

C1 - BLACK C3 - GUN/BLUE



C4 - BROWN

JCM012 
This frame boasts heritage with a modern twist. The clean etched line details on the temples nods to the brand 

aesthetic while the supra style keeps the frame traditional. 

Eye size: 54mm          Bridge: 18mm          Temple: 140mm



C3 - MATT BLUE

JCM030 
This frame is classic in shape and colour but features unusual cut out detailing on the temples. The combination of 

metal and acetate keeps the frame lightweight.  

Eye size: 55mm          Bridge: 17mm          Temple: 145mm

C1 - MATT DARK NAVY C2 - DARK GUN



C3 - SHINY BLACK

JCM031 
A skinny rectangular frame with classic branding and subtle metal detailing on the edges. Neutral colourways work 

against the simplistic design to ensure it’s easy to wear. 

Eye size: 54mm          Bridge: 17mm          Temple: 145mm

C1 - MATT TORT C2 - NAVY



C3 - TORT

JCM035 
A round eye frame with a keyhole bridge to give a more refined and modern feel. The slimmer design and a 

combination of acetate and metal gives a lightweight finish.

Eye size: 48mm          Bridge: 21mm          Temple: 140mm

C1 - CRYSTAL



JCM039 
This masculine rectangular shaped frame has a retro feel. The skinny temples, etched metal detailing and subtle 

branding completes the frame perfectly. 

Eye size: 53mm          Bridge: 18mm          Temple: 145mm

C2 - DARK LAMINATE



C3 - SMOKE

JCM042 
 

This frame is understated in shape and simple in colour to ensure a refined, smart look for all wearers. Simple ribbed 
detailing on the temple adds a touch of class and style.

Eye size: 51mm          Bridge: 18mm          Temple: 145mm



C4 - BROWN

JCM053 
A classic metal supra frame with a skinny bridge and acetate detailing on the temples. Available in a range of easy to 

wear colours. 

Eye size: 53mm          Bridge: 19mm          Temple: 140mm



C3 - MATTE BROWN

JCM057
The details on the acetate temples of JCM057 adds character and style - from the rich tort with green tips (C1) to  

grey-green marble (C2) and glossy black with grey tips (C3). 

Eye size: 56mm          Bridge: 18mm          Temple: 140mm

C1 - MATTE BLACK C2 - MATTE NAVY



C3 - MATTE DARK GUN

JCM064 
This rectangular metal supra frame with acetate temples delivers a sophisticated and groomed style.  Available in three 

classic yet stylish colourways. 

Eye size: 54mm          Bridge: 17mm          Temple: 140mm

C1 - MATTE BLACK C2 - MATTE BROWN



C3 - BLUE GRADIENT

JCM074 - NEW! 
A masculine frame with a classic retro finish.  This frame is modest in both style and colour but features a distinctive 

double bridge. JCM074 is suited to those with larger face shapes.

Eye size: 55mm          Bridge: 17mm          Temple: 145mm

C1 - TORT C2 - BLACK GRADIENT



C4 - BLACK

JCM078 - NEW! 
JCM078 is a subtle yet stylish frame.  An oversized, rectangular frame featuring a combination of metal and acetate. 

Available in three easy-to-wear colours - a warm tortoiseshell, a perfect blend of tort and green and a classic jet black.

Eye size: 54mm          Bridge: 17mm          Temple: 145mm

C2 - TORT C3 - GREEN TORT



THE SUN COLLECTION

The men’s prescription sunglass collection reflects 
Jasper Conran’s timeless contemporary aesthetic.

The collection features six frames, each in two 
colourways offering something for everyone.  The 
range features classic aviator style frames alongside 
more modern choices of crystal acetates, keyhole 
bridges and detailed temples. 



JCMSUN01 
An aviator style sunglass with a contemporary double bridge. The subtle branding and ribbed detailing on the temple 

add to the classic, sleek style. 

Eye size: 58mm          Bridge: 17mm          Temple: 140mm

C2 - DARK GUN C3 - GUN



JCMSUN05 
A classic men’s sunglass with rivet detailing on the fronts and metal panelling along the temples. The colourways offer a 

simple brown tort and a blue striped acetate.

Eye size: 54mm          Bridge: 18mm          Temple: 145mm

C1 - BROWN STRIPE C2 - BLUE STRIPE 



JCMSUN14 
A bold and chunky acetate frame with a keyhole bridge. The strong square shape is classic and traditional whilst the 

colourways ensure contemporary flare.

Eye size: 55mm          Bridge: 18mm          Temple: 145mm

C2 - BLUE CRYSTAL C3 - BROWN CRYSTAL



JCMSUN15 
This sunglass is a timeless classic. The quirky keyhole bridge delivers a strong and confident statement. The temples 

feature a metal hinge along with subtle branding. 

Eye size: 51mm          Bridge: 20mm          Temple: 145mm

C1 - MATTE BLACK C3 - SMOKE CRYSTAL 



JCMSUN16 
This frame is a contemporary combination of metal and acetate. Classic in shape but with a modern double bridge to 

create a stylish finish.

Eye size: 57mm          Bridge: 16mm          Temple: 145mm

C2 - TORT C3 - GUN/BLACK



JCMSUN17
A masculine frame that is reminiscent of classic, vintage style. The combination of acetate with metal lifts the frame 

and delivers a sophisticated, groomed style.

Eye size: 56mm          Bridge: 18mm          Temple: 145mm

C1 - MATTE BLACK C3 - BROWN 



JCMSUN23 - NEW FOR JANUARY 2020
JCMSUN23 is an angular sunglass in a bold combination of acetate and metal.  The temples feature a distinctive 

 pattern which ensure this frame is both a stylish and bold choice. 

Eye size: 49mm          Bridge: 21mm          Temple: 140mm

C2 - GREY SMOKE C4 - TORT



POINT OF SALE 

2PC DISPLAY STAND
W23.7 x H6 x D16.5cm

JCSTAND01

BLOCK
W18 x H9 x D2.5cm

JCBLOCK01

SUN BANNER
W50 x H150cm
JCSUNBAN01

OPTICAL BANNER
W50 x H150cm
JCOPTBAN01




